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Basic Facts 
 

1-When a complex problem is not being effectively resolved, especially over time, it should be 

obvious that the problem solver’s ability to identify critical turning point issues is insufficient to the 

challenge. Breakthrough solutions require the ability to accurately recognize what issues are 

undermining the effective assessment of challenges, the formulation of policies and the effective 

execution of negotiations.  

 

Given the strong expertise of government problem solvers it is obvious that experience, training and 

dedication are not enough. Expanding conscious awareness is an absolute necessity. Simply put, if one 

cannot accurately recognize what’s missing no serious result is possible. 

 

2-When problems go on and on unresolved; people tend to believe that they are overwhelmingly 

difficult. Few consider the fact that they seem difficult because those involved have not been aware of 

what it will take to resolve these challenges.        

 

3-Revolutionary ontology based programs were first developed in the 1970s. They have made it 

possible for organizations and their staff to produce unprecedented major breakthrough results in all 

types of man-made challenges. They have a long and proven track record of consistent success in 

mostly the private sector worldwide.  

 

Ontology based programs dramatically expand conscious awareness. This makes it possible for 

problem solvers of all types to recognize all the factors necessary to produce major breakthrough 

results. The factors or issues we are blind to hold the answers we need to prevent or resolve our 

greatest threats and the suffering of millions.    

 

We have traveled to the Moon and under the seas. We speak to each other thousands of miles apart. 

We have cured many dreaded diseases. It is now possible to effectively prevent and resolve our most 

serious global threats and end the needless suffering of millions!       

 

The reader will get more insight into the programs by listening to our two 5 minute program audios 

and listening to the other audio and the video on communication. 

 

www.oic-world-peace.org/services.html 

 

How Ontology Based Programs Differ From All Other Types of Programs 

 
They differ substantially because, [a] they do not teach any formulas, principles or methods to adopt 

and use. They are not “how to do it” programs, [b] although the subjects discussed are fascinating, they 

are not presented for the purpose of memorizing and utilization.  

 

http://www.oic-world-peace.org/services.html


They are parts of a process that gives participants access to their yet to be realized limitless problem 

solving and creative potential through the dramatic expansion of human conscious awareness [c] they 

were researched and developed for participants to become capable of producing unprecedented major 

breakthrough results.  

 

Experienced and well trained officials already have the ability to solve all types of problems. Their 

only obstacles are the limitations of their conscious awareness which the programs remedy.  [d] they 

can make foreign policies and negotiations many times more effective than they usually are.  

 

Thus our many tragic, persisting and dangerous security and humanitarian challenges can be prevented 

or resolved and [e] negotiators become able to readily identify their pre-existing bias and other issues 

that may derail the success of negotiations as is generally the case.  

 

Most importantly they can make it possible for officials to resolve challenges that have eluded 

resolution for many years and decades at a cost of millions of lives, diminished global security and 

trillions of dollars. These are dollars that could have been used to conquer dreaded diseases and 

poverty.   

 

Breakdowns [People who resist the programs]  
 

Given the challenges affecting the lives of hundreds of millions today, why would a 
responsible government official working on serious security or humanitarian challenges 
quickly reject exploring such extraordinary resources?  
 
The most basic reason is that they do not know what they are, what they can make 
possible and are unintentionally making various immediate blind assumptions diminishing 
the importance of the programs.  
 
The paragraphs below explain some of the reasons why an official may not give the 
programs serious attention.     
 
An Unknown Resource 

 
Despite the worldwide use of ontology based programs in various segments of the private sector, few 

people in foreign relations have any knowledge that such programs exist. Until now, they have rarely 

been promoted to governments. 

 

Today we have things like the telephone, computers, TV, the internet; vaccines that save millions of 

lives, nuclear energy and other resources that have changed the world. Such things just don’t show up 

on someone’s desk every day.  

 

No one expects to receive such information. In this regard it is easy to understand the possibility of 

resistance.   

 

Misinterpretations 

 

Since officials often have to make fast decisions and they usually have no familiarity with ontology 

based programs, it is understandable that they may automatically categorize ontology based programs 

with those programs they know of.  

 

Thus, they will quickly assume that the value, purpose and perhaps results are of similar importance. 

That invariably leads to minimizing the extraordinary importance of the programs.      



 

 

 

Time, Pressure and Responsibilities 

 

During a busy official’s day with endless meetings and responsibilities on their mind, the last thing 

they want to do is to spend time trying to understand what they automatically in seconds may consider 

just another program.  

 

Coming from that mindset, they may understandably assume there is nothing urgent or certainly 

nothing truly extraordinary to be considered. 

 

Unfamiliar People and Organizations  

All of us are so bombarded today by endless and unsolicited information, deals, opportunities, services, 

products, etc. from people or enterprises we don’t know, that we resist most things coming at us.  

If an official like the rest of us receives a letter or other information from an individual or organization 

they do not know, it is very possible they may not take it seriously.   

Of course the things that people prior to the 20th and 19th centuries also thought were not possible are 

the things we all take for granted today such as airplanes, televisions, the internet, nuclear power, space 

travel, cell phones, life saving drugs and medical procedures, etc.   

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

OIC Policies 

It is OIC policy to neither solicit nor accept financial compensation from any government or consulting 

firm we work with in our global advocacy. We are funded solely by our members and donors.  

It is also OIC policy not to endorse nor oppose any politician, political party, political policy, 

government, multilateral institution, think tank or non-governmental organization.  

For more information 

To pursue this further a serious prospective program participant should arrange a conference call 

involving a program expert and others. Program Experts may also meet in person.   

We can be contacted at 1 856 596 6679 or by e-mail at contact-oic@oic-world-peace.org   

 

www.oic-world-peace.org  

mailto:contact-oic@oic-world-peace.org
http://www.oic-world-peace.org/

